Here is a unique scavenger hunt that incorporates color recognition, racing, and the uncertainty of chance. It is best with 2+ players.

MATERIALS
- Tape (for labeling cups)
- 4 Cups per participant
- Various small objects of primary colors plus green (4 colors)
- Number generator (optional)
- Dice (optional)

INSTRUCTIONS
- Have a home base for each player, with four cups at each base.
- Each cup represents a color and is assigned a number 1–4.
- Use tape to label each cup with their assigned color and number. They should be identical between each participant’s base. We recommend using: 1 - Red, 2 - Blue, 3 - Green, 4 - Yellow.
- Hide 4 colors of small items around a room or your home and let participants know the boundaries.
- Set a timer for 10 minutes and have players search for the objects and put them in their cups. Let them know that the objects must be in the correct colored cups before the timer is up to count! For this round, they can carry multiple items at once.
- Roll the dice or have a number generator randomly select one of the colors to count. Whoever has the most items of that color wins!

EXPLORE MORE
- Have a speed round where players only get 1 minute to collect items of each color.
- Try a new round where you roll the dice first to learn what color to hunt for.
- Add an extra challenge by having participants move in a certain way while searching for items or limiting the number of objects they can carry to one at a time.